
An innovative device Improvised to 

ease riveting work.    ROH SHED—NH.  
     A rivet is a permanent mechanical fastener. Solid rivets are one of the oldest and most reliable types of 

fasteners, having been found in archaeological findings dating back to the Bronze age. Solid rivets consist 

simply of a cylindrical shaft with a head one end. The end opposite the head is called the tail. The tail is 

bucked or deformed with a hammer or rivet gun. On installation the rivet by heating it in a furnace is 

placed in a drilled hole and the tail is deformed as it expands to 1.5 times the original shaft diameter. 

It plays a very important role in a wagon maintenance depot while to fasten centre pivot top/bottom, yoke 

pin support plates, striker casting and side bearer housing, ect. Minimum four highly skilled workers are 

required to install high strength steel rivets in one joint at a time while two relatively unskilled workers can 

install and tighten high strength bolts. 

 Formerly there was ex-cadre post –riveter. Due to abolition of this cadre in Sealdah division and for 

unwilling workers to engage in this highly skilled and strenuous   job they use to fasten the device by either 

bolts or riveting by hand hammer in place of gun. Problems arised when NC staff posted permanently at 

Naihati in the year 2011.To change their practice we fought a lot with the local authority nevertheless they 

had also faced tremendous obstacles from their workers. The C&W staff have no objection for down hand 

riveting for centre pivot bottom or side bearer housing etc rather they refused upper hand riveting 

required for centre pivot top or yoke pin support plate etc. Main reason for their refusal was the burning 

fear to their exposed skins while riveting and handling of the weighty Gun.. The situation compelled us to 

think of riveting mainly with upper hand and to ease the procedure by inventing something, somehow. 

Consequently, an idea evolved to make a unique device to ease the complexity of the job. Thus, a device is 

prepared whose features are -      

     Initially a structure is formed by joining two angles (1.5 inch x 1.5 inch x 10mm) length of 2.5 ft approx. 

parallel with the base, one end of which is provided with two wheels of 3.5 inch dia. Wheels helps the 

device to move here and there. Four steel rods of 25mm dia are vertically affixed on two angles each with 

two rods. In the wheel end, one scrapped floating lever having hole in centre fitted on the top of two pull 

rods by welding. One screw rod inserted vertically through the hole of the lever whose top end touch the 

gun tail seated in a cage over the lever. Bottom end of the screw rod is welded with another lever 

positioned horizontally opposite to the wheel end. By pushing this lever, screw rod can move upward. The 

screw rod is provided with a sleeve nut which can move a round shaped plate upwards to position the gun 

head just beneath the targeted hot rivet. The pneumatic gun seated in the cage is controlled by another 

lever horizontally welded with the cage.  

While riveting is done, a highly skilled worker controls the gun by holding the lever fitted with the cage in 

one hand and moves the gun gradually upwards by pushing the lever fitted with downside of screw rod by 

his one leg simultaneously pushed the trigger of the gun by other hand. By slight movement of the lever 

fitted with gun cage the snap, seated on gun head, twists suitably alround to form the rivet tail a proper 

snap head. 

The improvisation of the device eliminated fears from workers of getting burns. Moreover any worker 

whether physically strong or not can handle the gun easily.        
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